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Report subject  Christchurch Bay and Harbour Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk 
Management Strategy 

Meeting date  30 September 2020 

Status  Public Report   

Executive summary  A new Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management (FCERM) 

Strategy covering Christchurch Bay and Harbour is needed to 

guide long term sustainable coastal and tidal flooding and erosion 

risk management.  This Cabinet report is seeking approval to 

progress procurement of specialist consultancy services to develop 

the strategy using Flood Defence Grant in Aid (FDGiA) funding 

which is in the process of being secured by the Environment 

Agency.    This work will ultimately lead to an FCERM Strategy 

approved by the Environment Agency against which subsequent 

studies, schemes and beach management plans can be developed, 

without the need to assess the strategic options on a site-by-site 

basis for each scheme. This will provide the basis for future FDGiA 

bids for schemes to mitigate the risk of flooding or erosion to the 

residents and businesses in the Christchurch Bay and harbour 

area. There will be zero net cost to BCP council in producing the 

Strategy. 

 

Recommendations It is RECOMMENDED that:  

Approval is sought to: (a) proceed with developing a new 
Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management (FCERM) 
Strategy covering Christchurch Bay and Harbour in 
partnership with New Forest District Council and the 
Environment Agency, using funding from Flood Defence Grant 
in Aid (£450,000 is in the process of being secured); (b) 
subject to funding being secured, then proceed with procuring 
a Consultant to produce the FCERM Strategy via the South 
Coast FCERM Framework administered by Portsmouth City 
Council on behalf of the Southern Coastal Group area, which 
includes BCP Council; (c) delegate authority to the Director for 
Growth and Infrastructure in consultation with the Section 151 
and Monitoring Officers to agree the terms of any funding and 
consultancy agreement and (d) delegate progression of the 
technical case and associated future submission to the 



Director for Growth and Infrastructure in consultation with the 
Director for Finance. 

  

Reason for 
recommendations 

To confirm strategy for mitigating flood and erosion risk over the 
next 100 years taking into account the effects of climate change 
(such as sea level rise and increased storminess). To provide the 
basis for Outline Business Cases for future schemes via Flood 
Defence Grant in Aid under our permissive powers as a Coast 
Protection Authority. Long term efficiencies in the delivery of future 
projects for the BCP coastal and harbour frontage; east of 
Hengistbury Head to Chewton Bunny 

 

Portfolio Holder(s):  Cllr Felicity Rice, Environment & Climate Change 

Corporate Director  Bill Cotton, Regeneration & Economy 

Report Authors Alan Frampton, FCERM Strategy and Policy 

Wards  Christchurch Town; East Southbourne & Tuckton; Highcliffe & 
Walkford; Mudeford, Stanpit & West Highcliffe;  

Classification  For Decision  
Title:  

Background 

1. The rationale for undertaking the development of a new Flood & Coastal Erosion Risk 

Management (FCERM) strategy for Christchurch Bay and Harbour is to provide an approved, 

strategic under-pinning to future FCERM activities across the area, reflecting the coastal process 

interactions that extend from Hengistbury Head to Hurst Spit. This will support the work of BCP 

Council and New Forest District Council as the Coast Protection Authorities responsible for this 

section of coast who are work in partnership to develop this new FCERM Strategy. 

2. The current FCERM approach is guided by the following key strategic documents: 

 Poole & Christchurch Bays SMP2. Adopted in 2011, this SMP is a non-statutory planning 

document but is a key evidence source for Local Plans to consider and any future coast 

works need to be aligned to the SMP to access funding. The SMP is currently subject to a 

“health check” on progress towards implementation as part of a national project led by the 

Environment Agency – the “SMP Refresh”. This refresh will be completed by September 2020 

and provide new evidence and guidance to consider, including recommendations on which 

areas the SMP policy should be looked at in more detail with a view to possibly changing 

policy. A new FCERM Strategy could include investigating any such recommendations and 

enable SMP policy change where appropriate to do so. 



 Christchurch Bay & Harbour FCERM Study. Produced in 2012, this document identifies a 

way forward to implement SMP2 policy. It is underpinned by evidence developed over a 

period of time from 2004 to 2012, and as such is not fully reflecting of the latest guidance on 

climate change and sea level rise, etc. In addition, this 2012 document identifies some key 

areas of uncertainty – also reflected in the 2011 SMP2 – that require further investigation. A 

new FCERM Strategy could deliver on these investigations.  

 

Summary of the FCERM Issues in Christchurch Bay & Harbour for a new FCERM 

Strategy to consider 

3. The following provides a brief summary of the key FCERM issues within Christchurch Bay & 

Harbour that could form the basis of a scope of works for undertaking the development of a new 

FCERM Strategy covering this area.  

Mudeford Sandbank 

4. The SMP2 policy is to manage the rollback of the sandbank into Christchurch Harbour as sea 

levels rise. The 2012 FCERM Study identifies the need for beach recharge to raise beach levels 

by about 1m will be needed in about 2032. It appears there is a potential discrepancy between 

the SMP2 in 2011 and 2012 FCERM Study in this regard. A new FCERM Strategy could resolve 

any such discrepancy, as well as consider latest climate change/sea level rise guidance and new 

evidence from coastal monitoring and modelling of sediment transport process across Poole and 

Christchurch Bays, which is also considering options for obtaining future beach recharge material 

for these bays from sources within the sediment transport system. It could also assess the 

environmental implications of rollback of the sandbank on habitat within the harbour area. 

5. Current FCERM activity at Mudeford Sandbank is guided by a beach management plan (BMP) 

produced in 2001 as part of the scheme to recharge the sandbank and install beach control 

structures  along the seaward front of the sandbank to reduce the risk of breaching that would 

otherwise cause flooding of parts of Christchurch Harbour. This BMP has a planned review period 

of 10 years but has never been reviewed. The BMP also includes for 2,000m3 of annual sand 

recycling from the tip of the sandbank to the updrift end of the sediment transport system which is 

the area to the east of Hengistbury Head.  

6. The 2012 FCERM Study’s  economic case indicated a low Partnership Funding score for FDGiA 

funding to deliver this based solely on the assets located along Mudeford Sandbank as central 

government funding rules target funding to protect residential properties not beach huts. As such, 

the 2012 FCERM Study recommended that the flood risk benefits provided to the harbour by 

Mudeford Sandbank be investigated in more detail to provide evidence for continued FCERM 

investment along the sandbank.  

7. This area has been significantly affected by erosion since the construction of the Hengistbury 

Head long groyne in 1938, prompting the construction of the current scheme. There are plans in 

progress to re-construct the Long Groyne in the near future along its current alignment. There are 

also proposals being investigated to construct a training wall (or walls) at the entrance to 

Christchurch Harbour to provide greater control and certainty of the navigation channel. Future 

management along Mudeford Sandbank needs to be considered in light of these planned and 

proposed developments. 

Christchurch Harbour 

8. Within Christchurch Harbour, it is intended in the SMP2 to allow much of the harbour to evolve 

largely naturally to rising sea levels and climate change. This is to be aided in places by 



undertaking managed realignment to ensure nationally and internationally important habitats are 

conserved. An area at Wick Farm has been identified as a potential area for realignment. An area 

at Stanpit has also been identified as a possible site but is complicated by the presence of historic 

landfill. The SMP2 identifies the need to investigate options to deal with the landfill in order to 

confirm the policy, and a new FCERM Strategy could include this, drawing on recent Standing 

Conference on Problems Associated with the Coastline (SCOPAC) research project that 

investigated coastal risks and historic landfill sites. 

9. In support of allowing this natural evolution and adaptation to continue, there is a need to ensure 

that natural sediment supply to the harbour area from the rivers Stour and Avon that drain into the 

harbour, is maintained. This is particularly important for the conservation of inter-tidal mudflats, 

and further assessment of habitat loss/change potential and so compensatory habitat needs is 

also required to inform future FCERM activity in this area. 

10. Given the importance of sediment circulation within the harbour, there is also a need to improve 

the understanding of the impacts and implications of dredging works that are undertaken within 

the harbour for navigation purposes. Future management approaches will also need to consider 

potential implications of a training wall (or walls) being constructed at the harbour mouth (see 2.1 

above). 

Christchurch Beaches 

11. The area of Christchurch Beaches extends from Mudeford Quay to Chewton Bunny, 

encompassing managed beaches at Avon Beach and Highcliffe, as well as the undefended Friars 

Cliff in between. The Highcliffe coastal defences also support slope stabilisation measures in the 

backing coastal slopes. The beaches are managed by groyne fields that are in varying condition – 

those at Avon Beach are in particular need of replacement in the near future. Retention of a 

healthy beach along this stretch is important for both reducing the risk of coastal erosion (by 

reducing exposure of the cliff toe to marine action), as well as for amenity purposes. Beach 

recycling activities occur regularly to support this, but are not guided by any defined triggers etc. 

captured in a beach management plan.  

12. The defended sections along this frontage are also at risk of outflanking by future recession of 

adjacent undefended cliffs (Friars Cliff between Avon and Highcliffe Beaches, and Naish Cliff to 

the east of Chewton Bunny).  

13. A new FCERM Strategy could lead on to a new beach management plan to guide future FCERM 

activity along this frontage, having given full consideration to the downdrift implications along the 

wider Christchurch Bay to Hurst Spit in setting the strategic direction and future management 

activity requirements. This would be informed by more recent monitoring and modelling of 

sediment transport processes across Poole and Christchurch Bays, which is also considering 

options for obtaining future beach recharge material for these bays from sources within the 

sediment transport system. 

14. A new FCERM Strategy could also set out the approach to managing transition between 

defended and undefended cliffs as outflanking risk increases over time. It could also work with 

communities to develop options for adapting cliff top areas that could be at risk from future cliff 

top recession. 

Naish Cliff and Barton-on-Sea  

15. At Naish Cliff, the SMP policy is for managed realignment for the next 100 years. However, in 

reality there is limited intervention likely to be deliverable along only parts of this frontage, even 

with significant injection of private funding from the landowner. As such, at least some parts of the 



cliff top area along Naish Cliff will be vulnerable to future recession and so plans on how to adapt 

this area could be useful – note, the Naish Holiday Park owners have already invested in 

relocating cliff top assets at risk. This could be done alongside addressing how to manage 

outflanking risk / transitions to adjacent defended areas at Highcliffe and Barton-on-Sea from 

Naish Cliff as part of a new FCERM Strategy. At Barton-on-Sea, there is also a need to consider 

outflanking risk from undefended cliffs to the east at Hordle Cliff as well. 

16. Defences at Barton-on-Sea reduce the risk of cliff recession. These consist of cliff stabilisation 

works that are supported by rock revetment and groynes at the cliff toe, which reduces the 

exposure of the cliff toe to marine action and provides significant toe weighting to mitigate the risk 

of seaward cliff slips. The main risk here is from future landslips due to groundwater issues in the 

complex cliffs. Investigations to capture more data to understand the risks and develop 

stabilisation options is ongoing. A new FCERM Strategy could support consideration of 

management of the shoreline at the base of the cliffs aligned to future stabilisation works, taking 

into account how this can be achieved in the context of the wider sediment transport processes 

operating in Christchurch Bay. This in itself would be informed by more recent monitoring and 

modelling of sediment transport processes across Poole and Christchurch Bays, which is also 

considering options for obtaining future beach recharge material for these bays from sources 

within the sediment transport system. 

Milford-on-Sea / Hordle Cliff 

17. The SMP policy for the western and eastern sides of Milford-on-Sea are aimed at managing the 

transition to adjacent retreating sections of coast and managing the losses that could arise to cliff 

top assets as a result. For the central section the policy is to continue to hold the line. However, 

doing so will be increasingly challenging given that loss of beach along this section is already an 

ongoing issue.  

18. The 2012 FCERM Study identifies that the eastern side of Milford-on-Sea could be managed in 

combination with management of Hurst Spit to the east (see also below), by extending the length 

of coast along which beach management occurs. A new FCERM Strategy could assess this 

possible approach and what activities / control structures would be required to implement it, 

taking into account how this can be achieved in the context of the wider sediment transport 

processes operating in Christchurch Bay. This in itself would be informed by more recent 

monitoring and modelling of sediment transport processes across Poole and Christchurch Bays, 

which is also considering options for obtaining future beach recharge material for these bays from 

sources within the sediment transport system. 

Hurst Spit 

19. The current scheme at Hurst Spit was constructed in 1996 and has been subject to ongoing 

beach management activity ever since, guided by the Hurst Spit Beach Management Plan. It is 

likely that a beach recharge campaign will be required in the coming years to re-build beach 

volume, and ongoing investigations of options for obtaining future beach recharge material for this 

purpose from within the Poole and Christchurch Bays sediment transport system are currently 

being progressed as part of the SMP-wide Beach Management Studies. 

20. The current management of Hurst Spit is also potentially at odds with the adopted SMP2 policy, in 

that it is more aimed at managing spit roll back as sea levels rise – so arguably a “managed 

realignment” policy as opposed to the “hold the line” policy in the SMP2. A new FCERM Strategy 

could clarify the implementation approach and, if appropriate, lead to a formal change of SMP 

policy. In doing so, future management of Hurst Spit would also need to consider interactions with 

the areas both to the west of the spit (i.e. Milford-on-Sea in particular – see above), and to the 



north of the spit as Hurst Spit provides an important flood defence function for the Western Solent 

as well as protecting salt marsh to the north of the spit.  

Approach to delivering a new Christchurch Bay & Harbour FCERM Strategy 

21. The following summarises the approach that has been agreed with the key partner organisations 

– the Environment Agency and New Forest District Council – to delivering a new FCERM 

Strategy for Christchurch Bay and Harbour. 

22. The FCERM Strategy will cover the open coast from Hengistbury Head Long Groyne to Hurst 

Spit, and Christchurch Harbour to the tidal limits on the Rivers Avon and Stour.   

23. The output of the FCERM Strategy will be definition of strategic approaches to address all issues 

summarised in Section 2 of this note, taking into account all new evidence, data and guidance 

including on climate change. In doing so, it will consider coastal processes and sediment 

transport interactions in Poole and Christchurch Bays, but will only set strategic approach up to 

the western end of Hurst Spit. Beyond this point, the strategic approach for Hurst Spit itself is to 

be set in a separate study led by the Environment Agency for the wider Western Solent area from 

Hurst Spit northwards, and so there will need to be significant engagement between the two 

projects to ensure alignment between strategies, and shared-understanding of future beach 

management options for Hurst Spit include for potentially extending beach management 

westwards to Milford on Sea. 

24. This work will ultimately lead to an FCERM Strategy approved by the Environment Agency 

against which subsequent studies, schemes and beach management plans can be developed, 

without the need to spend work each time assessing the strategic options on a site-by-site basis. 

This will provide savings to both BCP Council and New Forest DC in the longer-term. 

Options Appraisal 

25. If a new FCERM Strategy was not produced for Christchurch Bay and Harbour, then 

ongoing FCERM decisions and funding applications for Grant in Aid / Local Levy would 

continue to rely on the SMP2 policy as adopted in 2011, and so mean BCP Council and 

New Forest DC would both have to undertake additional work to demonstrate a strategic 

approach is being taken on a site-by-site basis as they seek to progress schemes, giving 

consideration to the wider implications for FCERM activity and coastal risk around the 

rest of Christchurch Bay and taking into account more recent guidance etc. This will 

increase costs and delivery time for each project to achieve this. 

Summary of financial implications 

26. No funding from BCP Council is required.  £450,000 of Flood Defence Grant in Aid is 
in the process of being secured from the Environment Agency to fund delivery of this 
new FCERM Strategy.  

Summary of legal implications 

27. The approval of a new FCERM Strategy will support the delivery of coast protection 
measures, which are a permissive power granted under the Coast Protection Act 
1949 that BCP Council uses to undertake coastal defence works. 

28. In developing the new FCERM Strategy, a strategic environmental assessment, 
habitat regulations assessment and water framework directive assessment will be 
completed to comply with environmental legislation. As part of this, stakeholder 



engagement will be conducted including with statutory consultees and local 
communities to ensure a wide range of views are considered and inform that FCERM 
Strategy. 

29. The grant funding agreement may be conditional on certain pre-conditions and may 
contain termination and/or clawback rights for the funding body; in that case, legal 
advice should be sought on the key terms and conditions.  Further, advice should be 
sought on the terms of the consultants’ appointment and Procurement advice [should 
be] / [has been] taken on the suitability of the proposed framework agreement. 

Summary of human resources implications 

30. There are no human resource implications. Management of the project will be 
undertaken by members of the BCP Council FCERM team and guided by a Project 
Steering Group comprised of representatives of BCP Council, New Forest District 
Council and the Environment Agency. 

Summary of sustainability impact 

31. The purpose of the FCERM Strategy is to set out the long-term, sustainable, 
adaptive approach to implementing coastal flood and erosion risk management that 
is technically, environmentally and economically viable, taking into account future 
projections of climate change and sea level rise. 

32. In addition, in developing the FCERM Strategy extensive engagement will take 
place, providing an opportunity to share information and educate local communities 
about the future risks of flooding and erosion and allowing those communities to 
inform and help shape these long-term plans such that additional benefits to 
communities can be considered to improve public realm as well as provide flood and 
erosion risk management. 

33. The resulting Strategy will in fact help inform the sustainability of broader BCP 
projects and initiatives that could be at risk of tidal flooding or erosion. 

Summary of public health implications 

34. The approval of a new FCERM Strategy will allow future coastal flood and erosion 
defence schemes to be progressed efficiently to reduce the risk of flooding and 
erosion to people and property, which emerging research demonstrates can provide 
considerable public health and well-being benefits. 

Summary of equality implications 

35. There are no equality implications of this recommendation. 

Summary of risk assessment 

36. Without approval of a new FCERM Strategy, the respective partner authorities will 
need to spend additional funds and resources to develop future schemes to 
demonstrate a strategic approach is being taken on a site-by-site basis. The whole 
purpose of the project is to understand and work towards reducing the risk of 
flooding and erosion to our residents and businesses. 

Background papers 

The Shoreline Management Plan which the new FCERM Strategy will develop from is 

available online at http://www.twobays.net/smp2.htm.  

http://www.twobays.net/smp2.htm


Appendices   

There are no appendices to this report.  

  


